
ACROSS
1. Queen who played "Mama" Morton in 2002's
"Chicago"
8. Emulated Dick Whitman and pretended to be
someone else completely, say
10. Reptiles seen in aquatic environments
12. Name that prompts the response "Why did you
say that name?", in "Godzilla vs. Kong" memes that
spoof "Batman v Superman"
13. Phil Mickelson posting a video where he drinks
Tor Wines' Black Magic cabernet sauvignon out of
the Wanamaker Trophy, e.g.
15. Pizza Hut program that makes reading a
Pavlovian trigger for eating pizza
16. Virtual WooHooers
17. CBD ___ (dispensary purchase option)
19. "Portrait de la jeune fille ___"
20. Other people, for short, if your life was a video
game
21. Malted powder often used in making the
Malaysian Batik cake
22. Post-printemps period
23. "In a mud-cloud, ___-spangled, like the sky'd
been breathing on a mirror" (lyric from Joanna
Newsom's "Emily")
25. 2,558 for Barry Bonds (688 of which were
intentional)
26. Grad school grads
28. Absences of light (look, I'm not happy about
this entry either, but ~ ~ s y m m e t r y ~ ~)
31. Race also known as "The Run for the
Black-Eyed Susans"
33. Man-made reservoir on the Egypt-Sudan border
36. Opening track of Joanna Newsom's triple
album "Have One on Me"
40. Train that averages 70 MPH from DC to Boston
41. Name said 48 times in a "Jeopardy!" spoof
video that replaced everything with the same name
43. "Good Girls" actress Whitman
44. "gtg" follower, often
45. Groups like Médecins Sans Frontières, briefly
47. Many a TikToker
49. "The Predatory Wasp of the Palisades Is Out to
Get Us!" artist, to fans
50. Paleontologist Anning played by Kate Winslet in
"Ammonite"
51. Audio track part preceding the first track on a
CD
52. Brewing company, or the village in southwest
Wisconsin that's home to it
54. Weep about
55. Single from Steely Dan's "Katy Lied" (and a hint
to this puzzle's circled letters)
57. Not even remotely close
58. Can't-miss gambling opportunity

DOWN
1. Element found in 7 Up, once
2. Turn away, as one's gaze from something you
wish you could unsee
3. Reciprocal of pico-
4. Bar exam subjects, briefly?
5. One of 7+ million works on AO3
6. Chili rating units
7. Long walks on the beach, perhaps, if that's
where the trails are

8. "If you take a hamantash, remove the butter,
sugar, jam, baking powder, vanilla extract, and
orange zest, add potatoes and onions, deep fry it,
what do you get? A ___" (quote from the 69th
annual edition of a University of Chicago debate)
9. "Eeeee ___ Eeee" (debut novel from Tao Lin)
10. Begged for Beggin' Strips, perhaps
11. Goes bad, or is too good to
12. Period lasting 29 days with a probability of
97/4800
14. "Sonnets to Orpheus" poet
15. Sound after someone cuts you off while driving,
or sound that censors what you yell when someone
cuts you off while driving
16. Is worth keeping, to Konmari adherents
18. Comic evoked by this image (note to puz/pdf
solvers: sorry)
20. March Madness, slangily, with "the"
21. Billiards shot struck with an elevated cue
24. It may come to mind
25. Unseld who is the most recent NBA player to
win the Rookie of the Year and MVP awards in the
same year (1969)
27. Go B-A-N-A-N-A-S, say
29. Hits in the groin, perhaps

30. Make much easier, as a video game or
crossword clues
32. Moderna vaccine component! (3) (dunno how
this cryptic andlit! snuck in here, but :shrug:)
33. Muscles worked by erg machines
34. Cause problems, whether on purpose or not
35. Car unlocker, often
37. Portuguese pals, perhaps
38. It's a wrap!
39. Site with COVID-19 health and safety updates
for restaurants, among other info
42. Turn from wort into beer
45. Golf wager named for a Long Island country
club and not the Bahamas
46. Dating app released in March 2009 for iOS,
March 2010 for Blackberry, and March 2011 for
Android
48. Cantor set namesake Cantor
50. 1, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 20, 21, 25, 33, 45, 50, 51,
and 54, for the set consisting of this puzzle's clue
numbers
51. High quality type of black tea
53. Small amount
54. Visitor to Vista Del Mar, in a 2021 comedy
56. Isle of ___ (Scottish island with a romantic
sounding name, especially if you're a sheep)

What Are Thoooooose? (Grid Charlemagne #3)
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